Use of outsized composite chondrocutaneous grafts in conjunction with dermal turnover flaps for reconstruction of full-thickness alar defects.
Chondrocutaneous (ChC) grafts have been used for nasal alar reconstruction for years. One of the consequences for using these grafts is the restriction in dimensions. In this study, we presented our results in which ChC grafts bigger than 20 mm in length have been used in conjunction with a dermal turnover flap for full-thickness alar subunit defects. Technical details and results of 8 alar subunits reconstructions in 8 patients were evaluated. Follow-up period ranged from 10 to 27 months, with a mean of 18.3 months. We achieved satisfactory results without partial or total graft failure. Finally, surgeons can safely use outsized ChC composite grafts with this type of design, for successful alar subunit reconstruction.